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Francisco Molina Moreno (Madrid) 
Migrating Fabulous Half-Birds? 
Sirens And Sirin1 
In memoty of Olivier ,\efessiaen 
l. Introductioo. 
In this paper, we deal with the degree to whkh we can say that certain fabulous 
creatures, namely the sirens of classical mythology, migrated through translation into 
Russian folklore and became tbe so-called Sirin bird, whose very name reflects the 
Byzantine and Modem Greek pronunciation of the name of the ancient sirens. Despite 
tbe coincidence in name and appearance, there are differences between the sirens and 
Sirin. Such differences couJd be dueto the influence of other Slavic folk beliefs. 
11. The Ancient Greek Sirens. 
We rnay take as an introduction to our fabulous creatures an Attic-Corinthian hydria 
from ca. 580-550 B. C. E., now in Paris (Musée du Louvre, Inv. No. E 869). It shows a 
bird with the head of a woman, beneath which an inscription reads: IIPEN EIMI, that is, 
"I am a siren. '2 At approximately the same time as that image, such woman-headed 
birds appear in illustrations of tbe famous episode of the Odyssey (XII, 181-91 ). in 
which the sirens try to lure Odysseus and his fellows. We may see them, for example, on 
an Attic red-figured stamnos of the so-called Siren Painter (500-480 B. C. E.), found at 
Vulci (Etruria, Jtaly), and now in the British Museum (E440; our pi. I). 
III. The Russian Sirin. 
In Russian art, images of woman-headed birds ha ve been known since the ninth century 
C. E. We find thern represented on pottery and jewellery items, embroidered depicted or 
carved on wood, and sculpted on stone reliefs. From the seventeenth century onwards, 
these creatures appear on the so-called lubki (a genre of pictures, drawings and prims in 
Russian folk art3). Thereafter, they became the subject of paintings by such eminent 
artists as Vasnecov, B ilibin, Korenfel'd, Korol'kov, Evseeva, and Panasenko, and of 
poems by Kljuev and Blok; they appeared in Rimskij-Korsakov's opera The Legend of 
the Invisible City of Kitei and of the J\1aiden Fevronija, as well as in narratives by 
Aleksej Remizov and Tat'jana Tolstaja, and have been evoked in songs by Vladimir 
1 The present paper is part of the results of a research project funded b) the Spanish M inistry of Economy 
and Competitivcness. the Complutense University of Madrid, and the European Union, within the ''Ramón 
y Cajal" Programme (R YC-2008-02327). Published with permission of the Vice-Rector for Research at 
the Complutense líniversity of Madrid, Joaquín Plumet Onega (letter from JanuaI) 14, 2013). Our special 
thank.s to Proof-Reading-Service.com Ltd. For transcribing Cyrillic into Latin letters we have used the 
system proposed by Alvarado Socastro, 2003, 63 and 27-9. 
2 Cf. Malina-Moreno, 20 13 a. 6-7, pi. Lil a-e, and 2013 b, 13-4, pi. 3 a-d. 
3 Talbot Rice, 1963, 92; nonosa, 1967, 48-52; Hnurna, 1992 (for the Jubkí); Jlyi.1wesa, 1997, 13, and 
6enoea, 2001, 226. 
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Vysocki and Boris Grebenscikov. Here we shall focus on the first pieces of visual and 
written evidence about these fabulous creatures. In particular, we shall discuss two texts. 
one of which suggests that hybrid creartures similar to the ancient Greek sirens could 
exist in Slavic folklore, befare the "arrival" of the latter, whilst the other could also have 
exerted sorne influence on later Russian evidence. 
PL. I: The sirens and the ship of Odysseus 
(http://images.perseus.tufts.edu/imaees/ l 993.01.2/ 1993.01.0608, February 8th 2013). 
The earliest piece of visual evidence for human-headed birds, in the Slavic realm 
be seen on a fragment of a clay plate from the ninth-tenth centuries, found at Ko:'."S'!'.!:: 
(the Slavic name of the ancient Greek colony of Chersonesos, on the southern co:bt 
Crimea4). In such a location, one could easily assume that it was an object of G--
origin. It shows a bird, covered with feathers, and with the graceful, crowned he2._ =-
damozel who stares at us with wide open eyes.5 Another image from around the >.. • 
time can be seen on a kolt, a pendant which was a mandatory part of the female 
~ http://rosdesign.com/design materials3/sirin.htm, August 12, 20 13. According to n onosa, 19- :;: -
the remains of lhe ancient Chersonesos and ofthe medieval port of Korsun' are 4-5 km from Se·---"-".,,.._., 
They must not be mistaken for the modem city of Korsun' Sevcenkivs'kyj, in Central Ukraine ~ 
the ciiy ofCherson, founded in 1778 on the southem coast of the Russian Empire, north-west ofC____, 
5 
nonosa, 1971, 52, ill. 15. 
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dress in ancient Russia.6 The kolt we must deai" 
with now dates back to the ninth century, and 
was found in excavations in Kiev. Enamelled 
on its obverse, we can see two human-headed 
birds (our pl. II); similar images are found on 
la ter ko!ty ( our pi. III). 
PI. 11: Woman-headed birds on a Kievan kolt ofthe 9th 
century (Washington. Dumbarton Oaks Collection)7 
We do not know yet what che Slavs called 
these imaginary beings; for now we shall still 
call them "sirens," as the Greeks did. But we 
must pay attention to the crown on the head of 
the si rens depicted on che Korsun' plate and on 
our pl. U, as well as to the ha loes of the sirens on our pi. III. Were it not for the crown, 
we might think that the siren on the Korsun ' plate was perhaps inspired by Greek 
models, especially if we bear in mind that Korsun' had been a Greek colony. But, as far 
as we know, the ancient Greek sirens were never represented with a crown or a halo, 
although they sometimes wore a headband or a garland made of flowers or laurel 
leaves.8 
On the grounds of those crowns and haloes, Elena Igorevna Itkina suggested that the 
sirens on the artefacts found at Korsun ' and Kiev could have come from Persia or 
Armenia to the Kievan Rus thro ugh Korsun' .9 
6 n onoea, 1971, 54. 
7 Image taken from http://v..-ww.ruicon.ru/arts-new/carving/l x 1-dtl/emali l/krest - drevo zhizni i siriny 
kolt/ (Aug. 16, 2013). 
8 Cf. PI. l, and the black figured Attic amphora of 600-580 B. C. E., now at the Musée du Louvre, E 817 
(http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/image?img=Perseus:image: 1992.06.0028 and hnp:/Avww.perseus. 
tufts.edu/hopper/image'?img=Perseus:image: 1992.06.0029. August 12. 2013). Sirens wearing a laurel 
crown can be seen in. a bowl from ca. 470 B. C. E., now in Paris, Louvre, G 268 (cf. Hofstetter, 1990, pi. 
25, A 174, and p. 122). Cf. also Hofstetter, 1990, 1O1 (A 154), 121 (A 171 ), 139 (A 187 and 188), 275 and 
277-8 (W 62). Hofstetter's item A 188 is especially interesting because of the geographical closeness of 
the place where it was found to Korsun': it is a plastic lekyrhos from a necropolis at Phanagoria (Taman', 
currently in Krasnodarskij Kraj, Russia), from the beginning of the fourth century B. C. E., now in Saint 
Petersburg, Hermitage (cf. http://w,"'w.hermita2emuseum.org/fcgi-bin/db2www/ful1Size.mac/fullSize? 
selLang=Russian&dlViewld= R UOAXF$0VS D05T A&size=big&selCateg=utensi l&d!Categld=RV 4DL 
OWDCOH5FRYH&comeFrom=simil, December 20. 2013). 
9 HTK11Ha, 1995, 40. However, Lhe examples of crowned sirens in Annenian manuscripts known to us so 
far are later than the Korsun' and Kiev sirens: there are three miniatures showing crowned sirens in the 
Armenian ms. 333 of the Bibliotheque ationale of France (f. 186v, on http://visualiseur.bnf.fr/ 
Visualiseur?Destination=Daguerre&0=7892532&E=JPEG& avigationSimplifiee=ok&typef onds=noir, 
A ugust 13, 20 1 3; f. 232, on http ://vis u a 1 iseur. bnf. frN is u a tiseur?Desti nation= Daguerre& 0=22012364& 
E=JPEG& NavigationSimplifiee=ok&tvpeFonds=noir, and f. 21 O, on http://visualiseur.bnf.frNisualiseur? 
Destination=Daguerre&0=220 l 2363&E=JPEG&NavigationSimplifiee=ok&rypeFonds=noir, August 13, 
2013 ). Thac manuscript, illustrated by Yovhannes, is a tetraevangelion of 1335, that is, later than the 
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PI. 111: Woman-headed birds on a Kievan kolt of the eleventh 
century (New York, Metropolitan Museum) 10 
The port of Korsun ' was especially active, and its 
merchants controlled all trade between the East, 
Byzantium, and Kievan Rus. From the port of Kor-
sun' and through the Dnieper, as well as through the 
Caspian Sea and the Volga, artefacts of Indian and 
Persian origin, decorated with all kinds of fabulous 
creatures, side by side with narratives and tales 
about them, could spread into ali Russia. 11 All this 
probably exerted an influence on the work of the 
artisans ofKorsun'.12 
It is likely that those kolty, that is, pendants like the ones we have presented, belonged 
to the family ofthe princes orto people closely related to them. 13 We may ask why those 
''sirens" were so often represented on the kolty. Popova has suggested that the "sirens .. 
were represented on the kolty in order to magically protect the women who wore them. 
In other words, a kolt with "sirens" on it would be a kind of talisman. lt seems that the 
ancient Slavs divinised the elements of nature; among animals and plants, they would 
look for their protectors, and, in order to keep such protectors close to themselves, the) 
wouJd represent them on articles for daily use, weapons, clothes, and so on. 14 Later on 
we shall see the extent to which this hypothesis is likely. 
We have seen that the first piece of visual evidence for a bird with the head of a 
wornan, in Russian art, dates back to the ninth century, that is, before the adoption of 
Christianity as a state religion in Kievan Rus in 988. Later, during tbe process of Chris-
Korsun' and Kiev sirens. On the other hand, we know a Scythian gold pendant of the fourth cemur: 
B. C. E., showing a bird with the head and breasts of a woman (and one can interpret that she \\em a 
crown; this pendant is now at the Museum of Historie Treasures ofthe Ukraine, Kiev; cf. http://ww\\ .S nn 
com/ docs/etymolog.htm, January 19, 201 l; ram1Ha, l 974, Nº 59, and Talbot Rice, 1963, 11 ). Bes1dn 
that, we can only mention five examples of crowned sirens in Western European art, ali of them later ~ 
the Se) thian and Slavic artefacts we are dealing with, and earlier than the Armenian miniatures ... f. 
Leclercq-Marx, 1997, ill. 87, 88, 89, and 155; fig. 170 of the appendix). A thorough research of th~ 
parallels would lead us beyond the limits of this paper. 
10 lmage taken from http://www.ruicon.ru/arts-new/carving/I x 1-dtl/emali l /sireny i drevo zhizni . • 
(August 16, 2013). 
11 ITonoaa, 1971 , 51-2. Halfbirds halfmen (or halfwomen) are known to lndian and south-eastem Asia:: 
art: we may remember the kinnari (celestial female singer with the body of a bird and the head and b~~ 
of a \\·ornan) from Java, dating back to the ninth-renth centuries, now at the British Museum, OA 1 5"' : -
28.176). 
12 
nonosa, J 971, 52-3. Hilton, 1995, 144, also points out the possibly important role of the Persian ~­
chants in the diffusion of the images ofwoman-headed birds through Russia. 
13 n onosa, 1971, 54. 
14 nonoaa, 1971 , 56. Likewise, lhe authors of http://rosdesign.com/design materials3/sirin.btm (AugtS 
12, 2013) suggest that those birds witb human female heads were represented on the kolr in order to~ 
tect the \\Ornan who wore it. Hnn1Ha, 1995, 40, says that those fabulous beings played an apotropaic ~­
tion. 
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tianisation of the Eastem Slavs, the Church had to compromise with syncretistic pheno-
mena such as the association of the pagan gods Perun and Veles with the prophet Elias 
and Saint Blaise.15 The haloes around the heads of our woman-headed birds, on sorne 
kolty, are a sign of holiness for Christians; so the "sirens" could be endowed with those 
haloes in arder to be "Christianised. '16 So far we do not know any sgecimen of these 
"sirens" with a halo befare the Christianisation of the Eastern Slavs, 7 but we do still 
find them in later Russian art, both with a crown and a halo. 
We have mentioned the syncretistic phenomena by which Slavic pagan gods were 
associated with Christian saints or prophets. As for our "sirens," it has been suggested 
that they became what was labelled in later images with the inscription "PaikKasr nnn~a" 
= "bird of paradise."18 But was there any bird with a human head in Slavic pagan beliefs 
that could be the model of those later images? We must not forget that the first image of 
a bird with a human head is earlier than the adoption of Christianity among Eastem 
Slavs, but we also k.now that those first images could be of foreign origin. Among other 
authors, Sepping, ltkina, and Luc~eva have suggested that the celestial winged damozels 
of Slavic pagan beliefs could have been the "ancestors" of the Christian ' 'birds of 
paradise" with human female heads.19 
When speaking of the "celestial winged damozels" of Slavic pagan beliefs, those 
authors had in mind the supematural winged women still alive in Southem Slavic folk 
beliefs, the so-called vi/e (in Serbian), samodivi or samovili (in Bulgarian). Since we are 
going to deal mostly with the first pieces of textual evidence about those beings, and 
such texts are written in Russian Church Slavonic, we shall use here the form vi/y, plural 
of vi/a in that language. These creatures share many traits with the nymphs of classical 
mythology and with the rusalki of Eastem Slavic folklore.:?º One of the main differences 
is Gieysztor, 32006, 99 and 142. 
16 n onoea, 1971, 57-8. 
17 And we only know an example of a siren with a halo, out of the Slavic realm, namely a miniature on a 
Greek Physiologus of Smyrna (eleventh century; cf. Leclercq-Marx, 1997, ill. 96). 
18 The firsl image known to us, where a bird with the head of a woman can be seen under the inscription 
CTAfO 6J1A)f(EHH PA.St nTIU.J.A CHPMH = "Cellroro 6nll)KeHHoro pal! ílT11ua CHp1rn" = "Sirin bird 
ofthe holy and blessed paradise," can be seen on the lid of a trunk from Olonec, northem Russia, made in 
171 O, now in the Sta te Historical Museum, Moscow. Vid. nonoea, 1971, 1971, 55. illustration Nº 18; 
perhaps the best reproduction we know can be seen in the ílyleaves of )f(eranoea, 21984 (hnp:// rusfolder. 
com/24550462?ints code=28ac0957dl508bc56eal 185fca6cc991, Jul> 30, 2013; cf. also http://upload. 
wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3a/Sirin Sunduk 171 O.jpg, July 24, 2013). 
19 Vid. WenmtHr, 1865-7 (thanks to Elena lgore' na ltkina, of the State Historical Museum, Moscow, for 
letting us k.now about this valuable paper): l1mrna, 1995, 50; Jly'fweea, 1997, 13, and htto://rosdesign. 
com/design materials3/sirin.htm (August 18, 2013). 
20 Vid., about the Southern Slavic vi/y, KapauHh 1841, 62; A<l>aHacbeB, 1865-9, T. 3, 154-88; Toncra11, 
1995, and nnoTH111<oea, 2004, 199-2 12 (with the maps U-3-1 a and 11-3-1 b, and pp. 616-23): on the 
Eastem S lavic rusalki, BitHorpa.noea, 2009; B1rnorpa.noea & JleoKHeecKall, 2012, 467-698 and Molina-
Moreno. 2012. The characteristics of these mythical beings were redistributed in complex ways in their 
Western Slavic counterparts; we tried a comparison of the nymphs of classical m)-'1hology and related 
beings in Polish folklore in our still unpublished lecture "Zenskie duchy przyrodnicze w folklorze polskim 
i w mitologii klasycznej" (= "female Spirits of Nature in Polish Folklore and in Classical Mythology"), 
held on June 12, 2013 in the Institute of Ethnology and Cultural Anthropology of the Jagiellonian 
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between the Southem Slavic vily, on one side, and the Eastem Slavic rusalki and the 
ancient Graeco-Roman nymphs, on the other, is that the fonner have wings, which are 
one of the traits they share with the sirens of classical mythology, although a winged 
woman (as the vi/y are supposed to be) is not exactly the same as a bird with the head of 
a woman (like the ancient sirens).21 
The vi/y were already present (and under that name) in the earliest Slavic sources \\e 
have about ancient Slavic paganism.:?:? Unfonunately, most of those texts do not describe 
the vi/y nor tell any narrative where they played a role; but there is a comparatively earl~ 
source where the vi/y are likened to the sirens of classical mythology, namely the 
eleventh-century translation of the Chronic/e by the ninth-century Byzantine monk 
Georgios Hamartolos into Russian Church Slavonic.23 There we read: 
filBHCTalKC,t,. B ptut HH.'lt. CnllUOY BWe..!lUIO)', Y.lKOW6pa:mt J.Bt it\HBOTHt, MO)JKb H 
>KeHa, m>Ke H cHpHHbr HapHuat-0Tc~ peKwe BV.1b1. cna¡¡KorñhHa sec~rn oy~1J>fB.~wa. u:ópaí 
~~ ~ 
>Ke HMOY \l' rnasbt H .lO noyna Y.1'!CKa, npoYee JKe nTI{"q}fffa. MO}"A<b )!(e KpacHonpbceL.b H 
.llHBeHD, >KeHt )!(e .1Hue H snacH ttpbMHH. no.'lo6Hoz H MO)l)f(b, cecua H~1tame H óeJB.13C'lo.. 
snacu JKe Ha-\.iepHb. mo.JHe >Ke CD enapxOM'b 'Il-0,.'U.Wec.+.. K...1.-t.. TBbr rrpH.10:iKHilla TL)!.2 
Ma1I)l{eHOMa, .'la He pa3JJ.poymHTa BH,llb, npe)!Qe awe BCH Jla BH.lLt-Tb npt.J.HBHOYl-0 ro~ 
BJ.i!lb. H 110 .JeBJt..Taro i.iaca BCH Ill-0.1111e )IHBJ1AXO)'C11, 3pit..we >KHBOTYIHbl TOm. T(lJ(O«< n~ 16 
ptKoy BHH,ilOCTa. CHMa JKe norp.t..JWHMa, KOpKO.J.HJlR BbCnJlbJBWe li HCK09HBIDe ~tHora 
- " 4 
'IJIKhl nom.J.owa.-
University (Cracow, Poland). Anyway we must focus here on Southem and Eastem Sla' ic fu e. 
because: a) the name ·'s11.1a," anested in the sources we will discuss below, appears both in Old R~ 
sources and still in recent Southem Slavic folklore. and b) we are studying here the presence of a r.i~-;. 
being in the culture of Russia, an Eastem Slavic country. 
21 Vid. Kapaulili, 1841, 62 (the vi/y fly on the wings of the bunerflies); KapauHñ, 1845, 49 (=son;~ _ 
11 Almja", vv. 23-4); Kukuljevié Sakcinski, 1851, 87 and 89; M~rna.:tHHOBH, 186 1, 1-2; A$aHaci.ea. l 
69, T. 3, 158, 185-6, 240, and 809-10 (quoting OeTpaHosnh, 1867, 245-55, 378. and 383-4). and :ro 
1995. The vi/y are also able to appear in the shape of a bird, as we see in a Carantanian tale (Va. 
1858, 22 and 29, and Acf>aHaci.es, 1865-9, T. 3, 160). Vid. also OnoTHlrKoea. 2004, 204-5 and 61 --:,; 
11 Cf.. for example. ~ansikka, 1922, 151 and 174. 
23 Vid. HcTpHH, 1920-2, vol. 2, 306. Tsoporos ( l 987-9s), mentions of those ''ho proposee tt.:i: 
Chronicle by Georgios Hamartolos bad been translated in Bulgaria in the tenth cenrui:. and &;!'\ 
Russia in the XI (cf. MemepcK!dí, 1978, 91 ). However, the earliest manuscript of the trn!'S ,.,.· 
Russian Church Slavonic has been dated in the thirteenth-fourteenth centuries (vid. CHerupes. J : 
H11Ko111>cKJrn, 1897, 261, and J1c-rpHH, 1920-2, vol. 1, Xl). Moreover, lstrin sa) s that ~~ ...-.-..-___._..._. 
manuscript is not complete: it reaches up to the reign of Emperor Justinian (527-65 AD 3LC ~ -
concihum. whereas the episode we must deal with here belongs to the reign of Emperor ,1z'_ 
Annenian (582-602 AD). According to l1c-rpuH. 1920-2, vol. 1, 2, the part of the Chrom1.1'e :!.l.~ 
concilium is edited according to a manuscript of the fifteenth cenrury (ms. "YH.:to.11>cKJñ1- !'>..,. 
288-404, ar the Rumjancev Public Museum at the time when lstrin prepared his editionl. 
i .i 11CTpltii, 1920-2, \'Ol. l, 428-9. The Greek original (Georgios Hamartolos, Chromcon. IX.: • 
1904, vol. 2, p. 657. lines 4-20) reads: eq>áVl'loav OE Kal f:v t~ eiA~ itOtaµ~ ~A.iou inurÜ)-0\'7 :e:::::~:;-. 
7tÓµOpq>a ~roa OÚO, avi)p KQt yuvft, fürep oeipflvat 7tpOoayopEÚOVtat i¡Oúcp0oyya itÓ.VU KQl 00\"Q~ 
OE µopcpi¡v fy.oum to µf:v ~µu:ru tl1t0 KEq>a.A.ilc; µcytc; óµq>aA.ou av0p007tOU, ro ot AOutO\' ;:~m -
ó.vi)p EÜcrrEpvoc; ~V KQt KQtÓ.¡¡),rpcroc; Ti¡v 01.,flV Kai n;v KÓµ'lV ~O.V0ÓC,., i¡ Oe yuvi) Óµo@; ópc-~­
µo.~oi>c; ElX.E Kai n;v ÓljllV átptXOV Kai ri}v KÓµ11Y ~a9ElQV. Ó OE ).aóc; µeta tOU \mápXOU aauu.a.; 
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After sunrise. two human-shaped creatures appeared in the river Nile, a man and a 
woman, \\'hom the~ call "sirens." that is, "vily," of very sweet voice, and deadly. They 
have human shape down to the navet and beneath - that of a bird. The man was broad-
chested and of impressi\'e aspect; both the face and ha ir of the woman were red, like those 
of the man, and she had no ha ir on her breasts, but her hair was dark. And the people and 
the prefect admired them and swore by these androgynes that they would not lose sight of 
them until e.,·erybody had seen that astounding view. And until nine everybody was 
amazed contemplating those creatures and later they entered in to the river. And when 
they sank, crocodiles popped up, jumped, and devoured many people. 
What we have rendered as "sirens" in our translation corresponds to "c0pHHb1" in the 
Russian Church Slavonic text. Perhaps we have here the first instance, in the whole 
written output in Slavic languages, of the word "c11pHH11 as the name of a fabulous, 
hybrid being, half bird, half woman ( or half man as well, as in tbe given context; on the 
other hand, there are also images of male sirens with beard in ancient Greek art of the 
archaic period, 25 but in Russian art they are consistently half women, half birds). The 
word "cHpirn" is obviously borrowed from the ancient Greek crctpi¡v, and it reflects the 
Byzantine and Modern Greek pronunciation of that name. In the episode told by 
Georgios Hamartolos, the sirens do not sing, and they do not kili anybody, but indirectly 
they are deadly for people: once they bad lured tbe attemion of humans, the latter were 
devoured by crocodiles. 
The word "cHpHH," which the translator assumed their Slavic readers would not 
understand, is glossed with the comment '·peKIIIe BHilbI," which means "that is, the vily." 
This can tell us something about how the Slavs irnagined the vily in the eleventh 
century:26 if the Slavic translator inserted the gloss "peKille BMJlbI" = " that is, the vily," 
this means that neither he nor his Slavic readers would see any contradiction between 
what the Greek text said about the sirens, and what the Slavs believed about the vi/y. We 
may therefore assume that in the eleventh/fifteenth century the vily were imagined as 
hybrid winged beings. If so, Lucseva and Itkina could be right when they hypotbesised 
that the pagan vi/y might have been the "ancestors" of the birds witb female human 
head, labelled "pattcKaR DTHUa" (= "bird of paradise") in la ter Russian artworks. 
€paUov eKeivo tO civopóyuvov µ~ Ka'taAUCJat ti¡v eecopíav. 1tpiv av návu:c; eµcpoprierom ti'¡c; napaoó~ou 
taÚTil<; 0foc;. Kal fü1 µS-tJHc; éópac; 0' nfü; ó A.a~ e0aúµ~ev óprov ta ~roa -rauta, Ka1 oihco náA1v eic; tóv 
7tOtaµov Katéouaav. tOÚtCOV o€ KO."tO.ÓUoávrcov KOpKÓOT]Aot civa.óúaa.vre<; Kai eKmlÓÍJaavre<; n:olJ...ouc; 'tWV 
av9pronrov 8t€<p9ttpav. The English translation of this text would fit the one provided for the Old Russian 
text, the only difference being the gloss "that is. the vi/y." 
15 Cf http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/image?img=Perseus:image: 1990.01.1260, May 4. 2013, and 
http://www.perseus.tufts.eduJhopper/ image?img=Perseus:image: 1990.05.0088, August 12, 2013. 
26 Or at least in the fifteentb, if the gloss would be a late interpolarion in che manuscript tbat transmits the 
text; anyway, 1'krpHH, 1920-2, vol. 2, 286, says that the glosses were the work of the translator, not of a 
later imerpolator. According to Evgenij Gerrnanovic Vodolazkin (lnstitute of Russian Literature, Section 
of Old Russian Literature, Russian Academy of Sciences), to whom we tbank for his e-mail of December 
7, 2013, Istrin's statement is grounded on the fact chat the gloss is found in every one of the copies of the 
text. 
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It is true that those vi/y are described as winged women (not as birds with female 
human head or torso) in modem records of Southem Slavic folklore;27 but it is not 
impossible that the vi/y were imagined as birds with human heads in the Middle Ages (as 
suggested by the gloss of the Slavonic translator of Georgios Hamartolos), and as 
winged young women in modem times: a similar shift (although contrariwise) took 
place with the Greek Harpyiai in Antiquity.28 On the other hand, even if the vily were 
already imagined as winged women in the Middle Ages (for what we do not know any 
piece of evidence), the difference between a bird with a human torso, and a \Vinged 
human being (as the vi/y are described in modem records of Southern Slavic folklore) 
could have been irrelevant to tbe translator, whose attention seems to have been focused 
on the hybridism.29 It is also likely that when Georgios Hamartolos' Chronicle was 
translated, the vily were already imagined as dwelling near the water, and singing so 
beautifully that they could be deadly for humans.30 
Tbe gloss ·'that is, the vily., after the word corresponding to ·'sirens" in the translation 
of Georgios Hamartolos' Chronicle is the only piece of evidence known to us that 
suggests that the vi/y would be birds with a human torso. This could make us think that 
the human-headed birds on the Kievan pendants (manufactured at the same time in 
which the translation was \.\'fitten) were also vily; if so, Popova's hypothesis tbat the 
pendants with the vi/y were a kind of talisman would make sense, since the earliest 
Slavic sources about the vily mention offerings and prayers made to them, and therefore 
it seems that they were regarded as eventually protective for humans.31 
~7 Cf. our n. 21. 
28 Cf. Smith. 1892-3. 
:
9 According to 6enosa & flerpyxKH, 2008. 178, that part of lhe Slavonic version of Georgios Hamar-
tolos· Chronicle ''as insened in the so-called Co6paHue Pa\taC>.."ltHa Cmyouma. and an illustration on an 
eighteenth-cenrury copy of lhat work (c6opHHK .:muesoii coópaHHj¡ B. M. YHilOJlbCKoro, PfE, Nº 688, .1. 
1406.) shows a bird wich human crO\.\'lled head and arms, holding a branch. This means that the difference 
between a bird \\ ith human head and a bird with human shape dov.rn to lhe nave! (as the sirens are 
described in Georgios Hamartolos' Chronicle) was not relevant for the illustrator eitber, and what mattered 
for both the translator and the illustrator was that the) were dealing \\ ith a , .. inged hybrid being. ne 
wings were the common trait shared by the hurnan-headed birds (ancient sirens and fabulous crearures C" 
the Kievan pendants) and the '" inged young women (vily in Southern Slavic folklore). 
30 (a) Conceming the motif of beautiful singing by the Serbian and Croatian vi/e, cf. Kukuljevié SakcinskL 
185 l, 87-94, and A<t>aHacbeB, 1865-9. T. 3, 175-7; as for the Bulgarian samovili, AcpaHaCbeB, 1865-9. ~ 3. 
183. Vid. also fL1onuumsa, 2004, 616-19 and 621-2. The Eastem Slavic rusalki are also excellem sin;~ 
cf. Molina-Moreno, 2011 and 2012, 49-62, and BHttorpanosa & JlesKHescK<Ur, 2012, 4 79 (Nº 15), 503 -= 
133), 515 (Nº 193-194), 5 17 (Nº 203), 556 . ro 361), 561 (Nº 387-388), 562-563 (Nº 391-392), 56<> .,. 
40.+ ). 5 79 (Nº 44 7), 584 (Nº 461 -462), 588 0-1º 4 73 ), 596 (Nº 502), 600 (Nº 513-514 ), 601 o 516 ,. JO -
602 (Nº 518-520), 603 (Nº 528), 605-611 ° 534-562), 613-614 (Nº 567-569), 6 15-616 ~o 574). 6J 
680), 653 (Nº 706). and 696 (:'\º 930); (b) For the vily abiding by rivers, lakes. springs, etc., Kukur~ 
Sakcinski, 1851, 87. 89, and 1O1-4; A<t>aHacbes, 1865-9, T. 3, 155-7 and 159-60, and fL1omul\osa. : 
616-23; (c) The Eastem Slavic rusalki can also be seen in water environments and around trees: e: ' 
na-Moreno. 2012. 36-45, and B1rnorpuosa & JlesKueecK<Ur, 2012. 541-4. 
31 Cf. Mansikka, 1922, 151, 155, 162-3, 174 and 21 O. We have not been able to check the sources :_ ~=­
by Mansikka, 1922, 250, as evidence for prayers to lhe vi/y. 
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We do not know any other description of the vi/y as birds with a human torso, nor any 
image of a bird with a human torso and an inscription that would identify that creature as 
a vi/a: as we have said in our n. 18, such creatures are labelled with the word "CHpnH" 
in later Russian artworks. We suggest the hypothesis that the word "C11p1rn" was 
substituted for "sima," because the latter was so strongly reminiscent of paganism that it 
could not be admitted by the representatives of official Christian culture.32 On the other 
hand, although the name "CHpHH" also carne from another pagan mythology, this one 
was not Slavic, so it was not likely that the Slavs would know or believe it (neither did 
the Byzantine Greeks believe in the gods of the ancient Greek myths, but considered 
them a literary and historie phenomenon). C lassical mythology would therefore not be 
dangerous from the point of view of the yow1g Russian Christendom, and the name 
"Sirin" would be neutral and tolerable. 
There is, however, a difference between the ancient Greek sirens, the vi/y, and S irin. 
We have already said that we do not know any piece of evidence for the ancient Greek 
sirens wearing crowns (if anything, they seldom wear a headband or garland), whereas 
Sirin is consistently represented with thern in the "KonTbI" and in later Russian art. 
Neither the translation of Hamartolos' Chronicle nor that of the Alexander Romance. 
which we shall deal with later, mention any crown on the head of the fabulous beings 
they describe: it is obvious that the sirens mentioned in those Greek texts were the Greek 
ones, who did not wear any crown. As for the vi/y. we only know two allusions to their 
wearing a wreath of flowers,33 like those sometimes wom by the ancient Greek sirens, 
but that is obviously not a crown like that of Sirin. A tentative assessment of this 
difference will be undertaken in another place. 
Another trait that distinguishes Sirin and the vite is that the former is not related to 
water. The context in which such human-headed birds appear in Russian art is different 
to that of the ancient Greek sirens: so far as we know, the latter did not perch on trees,34 
whereas the Russian Sirin birds on the other hand are consistently represented on or 
beside a tree.35 We must note that later folklore texts about the Southem Slavic vi/e and 
Eastem Slavic rusa/ki often present them dancing around trees or swinging on their 
branches, and Cosmas of Prague in the twelfth century (that is, by the time when sorne 
of the Kievan pendants were being made) mentioned the pagan Slavic cult of nymphs 
associated with trees and mountains.36 Further, we should also remember that the vi/e 
32 The texts presented and commented on by Mansikka, 1922, 151, 155, 162-3, 174 and 21 O, clearly show 
how the Russian clergy was disgusted by offerings to the vi/y. 
33 Kukuljevié Sakcinski, 1851, 98, and AcpaHacbes, 1865-9, T. 3, 163. 
34 We can only mention sorne images of sirens perching on tendrils: for instance, a bO\\ 1 from ca. 4 70 
B. C. E., now in París, Louvre, G 268 (cf. Hofstener, 1990, pi. 25, A 174, and p. 122), shows a siren with 
a laurel crov.n, perching on a tendril. Hofstener, 1990, pi. 14, l, and p. 96, and p. 128, gives further 
examples. 
35 In ancient Greek an, so far as we know, the only image similar to those of the Russian Sirin(s) flanking 
a tree (as in the Kievan pendants) can be seen on the late proto-Corinthian oinochoe from München, 235, 
showing two bearded sirens flanking a volute tree (cf. Hofstener, 1990, 36 with pi. 2, K5). 
36 (a) Cosmas Pragensis, Chronica Bohemorum, l, 4, in Meyer, 1931, 18, and Bretholz & Weinberger, 
1923, 1 O. Writing in Latin, Cosmas of Prague employed tlhe Greek terms d1yades, hamadryades, oreades 
to refer to those tree- and mountain-nymphs. We must note that such nymphs had no wings, according to 
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and the birds of paraclise can share the function of letting the heroes know about the 
healing properties of dew: in a Southern Slavic tale the vi/e of the mountains reveal to a 
blinded boy that the dawn dew can restore his sight, and in a Russian bylina, published 
three years later than the Southern Slavic tale, it is a "bird of paradise" that perches on 
the branches of an oak and announces the healing powers ofthe dew ofthat tree.37 
On the other hand, not much later than when the Chronicle by Georgios Hamartolos 
was being translated and copied, the hybrid creatures described therein were being 
represented in cburch reliefs: for example, in the Church of Saint George in Jur'ev-
Pol'ski ( 1120-8, our pi. IV) we can see one of those birds with the head of a woman, 
who wears a crown, like those we saw on the pendants from Kiev.38 Another bird with 
human torso and anns is sculpted in the reliefs of the Cathedral of Saint Dmitrij in 
Vladimir (1194-7; our pi. Y).39 
Another interesting piece of evidence about hurnan-headed birds can be found in the 
second version of the Alexander Romance, which was translated from the Greek into 
Old Russian in the thirteenth century, and included in the second version of a historie 
collection entítled Jlemonucei¡ E.7.1llHCKuu u Piu1cKuÜ (= The Hel/enic and Roman 
Chronicler). This second version of The Hellenic and Roman Chronicler seems to have 
been compiled in Russia in the fifteenth century, from which its earliest manuscript 
dates.40 There we can read: 
[<i} nT1144 llESttd€1}thi. H W'l'oA1i iKE nAKhl WWEAWE, n¡ilttAºX~ BAAM B'h npondc'1'11 '1'011]. ~t HAºX~ 
C'l'd.,1,'111 A, t."'l'Mt8 i1 nottAoxo11i'b., BH,l,'kBWE Sdp!Q s: c;;4A, 11 srn "º\'Hhl, ~. s'ts'h ss1is,.i.,'h. [i1 PAAH 
6b.IBWf, B'h.9p't>;OAl'b. B'h Sdp't '1'011]. ,·, BllA1iX~ ,.i.,s-t nT114-t 11f'l'.914J4, i1111ii41E ~6AH'ú°6 4;;4f, [r;;B1i 
1°'- t • M 4' • .l 
41\4'T'tl1. 6,.1,HHd ittf nrr1144] €1\AHtlb.CKb.JH tl1Sb.JKW CBb.JWf B't4J4. dAEKCdllj>f , no4TO ;(O,l,HWH n o Sf/11-
1 - • ( ~ 1 
''" €,l,lllldro srd. 8'b..9Bp4'1'11CÑI, Wt\ddllllf. Hd itl'tC'l'd 60 6Adittf11Hb.IH Hf l}lOittfWll B'b.CT"\ºnli'l'lt. 
Greek and Latin sources. It is obvious that Cosmas of Prague was t:rying to describe Slavic mythical crea-
rures in a foreign language; there being no exact equivalenl his choice was seemingly guided by tbe place 
where those creatures appeared, rather than by their physique. On the other hand. on tbe Slavic cult to 
sacred oaks, vid. Helmold, Chronica Slavomm, l. 83 (fTom 1164-7; cf. Pertz, 1868, 163, and ).-1.eyer, 1931, 
45), and Brückner, 1912, 50; (b) \Ve must note that the Kievan pendants show our birds with human heads 
flanking a plant or flower (cf. our plates 11-111); later, they were represented perching on trees by lubok 
artists, and we should remember that the vi/e abide near trees or in the woods as well, according to later 
sources of Southem Sla\ ic folklore; vid. Kukuljevié Sakcinski, 1851, 90 and 97; Valjavec. J 858. 31-2; 
A<t>a11acbes. 1865-9, T. 2, 295-6: ibid .. T. 3. 155-7 and 159-60, and fL10THUKosa, 2004, 616-17 and 620-3. 
However. it seems that there are more pieces of evidence for the link wi th trees when it comes to the 
msalki (the Eastem Slavic counterpart of the vi/e) than in the case of the vi/e themselves; cf. Kapa\13HH, 
J 8 J 8, VOi. J, chapter [Jl, quoted after hnp://WV.'\V.ku(ichkÍ.COm/inkwell/text/speCÍal/histOry/karamzin/ 
karOl 03.htm; oaHTbJW-Ka\teHCKliÍI. 1830, 111, 215-6; Ctternpee, 1839, 5; TepemeHKO. 1848, VI, 121 and 
129 (= 1999, 72 and 78); Molina-Moreno. 2012, 36-45. and B1rnorpa.iosa & nea1rnescKM, 2012, 541-4. 
37 Cf. Valja' ec. 1858. 36-8; Pi.16HHKOB, 1861 , 240, and A<t>a1:1acbes. 1865-9. T. II, 296 ,.,..¡th n. 5. 
38 Talbot Rice, 1963, 33, pi. 22. 
·9 ~ Hnu111a, 1995, 40 . 
.;o Vid. Tsoporos, J 987-89a, and Tsoporos, 1987-896. 
41 Cf. AMKCOHOpWl emopo1i peoaK1¡uu, U, 40, in VlcTJ)HH, 1893, 192 (2nd pagination). The ancienc Greek 
text (Historia Alexandri Magni, recensio ~. 11, 40) reads: ncí/,tv ouv ood>cravm; axoivouc; TptáKOvta 
[it/.dov i1 V.anov] ewoµev AOutOV auyi¡v ávsu i)Aiou Kai <JEATtVll<; Kai ácrrpcov. Kai cloov Oúo ópvea 
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(About the unknown birds]. And, going again from there, we arrived ( ... ] and traverséd 
thirty stadia; then we went further and saw dawn without sun, without moon, wichout stars 
[ ... ] and we saw two birds flying, with human face [ and \.\ ith human heads. And one of 
those birds], from above, said in Greek: "Alexander, why are you walking through the 
land of the only God? Tum back, you poor \\.Tetch! You cannot enter the places of the 
blessed ones." 
PI. fV: Reliefin the Church of Saint George, Jur'ev-Pol'ski, 
in the lower right part oí which a bird with human crowned head can be seen.42 
Although here the word c11pKH, as the name of those half birds, is absent, we find 
them in a paradisical environment, "the places of the blessed ones," as they put it 
themselves. This could have exerted sorne influence on later Russian conceptions of our 
mythical creatures as birds of paradise (as we said in our n. 18, the first piece of 
evidence for which belongs to the earJy eighteenth century). It is likely that the link of 
the vi/y with trees allowed them to be transferred Jater under a new name (Sirin) to the 
earthly paradise of Genes is. 
itetÓµ&Va Kai µ6vov ex.ovta O'l'Etc; av0pconivac;, .EMT)VlK!i Be OtaMICtcp e~ Ü\¡JOuc; EKpmíya~ov· ti x.ropav 
nan:tc;, tui~avBpe, ri¡v 0eoü µóvou; avácrrpecpe Btwllt. µmcápcov yilv natdv oo Buvi¡on. The English 
translation of this text would fit that provided for the Old Russian one. 
42 Image taken from http://im3.turbina.ru/photos.4/6/8/0/0/2/1820086/big.photoNurev-den-vemee-den.jpg 
(August 27, 20 13). 
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IV. Conclusion. 
Let us now try to answer to the question we asked at the beginn ing of this paper: to what 
degree can we talle of migration of the ancient Greek sirens into Russian folklore? And 
to what extent did such a migration happen through translation? As we have seen, visual 
representations of what Jater wouJd be called Sirin, were made around a century earlier 
than written records of that fabulous half-bird. The first written piece of evidence for 
S irin is a gloss to the translation of Georgios Hamartolos' Chronicle into Russian Church 
Slavonic, and it hinted at the fact that a creature similar to Sirin, the so-called vi/y, 
already existed in Slavic paganism, before that translation was made. From this point of 
view, it seems that, rather than as migration stricto sensu, it would be more accurate to 
describe the process as the meeting of two groups of mythical beings (the ancient Greek 
sirens, who rnigrated into the Slavic realm, and the Slavic vi/y), who were delighted to 
see how much they had in common. 
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